Create with CARVART
Options include:
- monochromatic solid color glass, translucent and etched glass finishes, and special backpainted color glass, etched or textured glass, laminated interlayers, and glass with distinctive patterns, ferns, foil printing, and solid colored glass with component and reflective views.

Tips
- Deepen warm and cool hues by increasing the thickness through lamination.
- Use CARVART’s color finishes to add color to any pattern or texture.
- Laminating CARVART’s Pure Mirror or Cool mirror as the front surface adds reflective qualities.
- Combine two species of wood, or two types of cork, for a double-sided application.
- Control privacy by adjusting levels of opacity to our standard gradient patterns.
- Control opacity by adjusting levels of opacity to our standard gradient patterns.
- Apply T1 or T3 acid etch to COVERTglass to create a translucent shimmer.
- Create a dynamic shimmer (S1) by laminating a T1 etch to a mirror.
- Apply T1 or T3 acid etch to COVERTglass to create a translucent shimmer.
- Use lighting conditions to create an undetectable one-way mirror with COVERTglass 007.

Views
- Transparent (laminated)
- Translucent
- Shimmer
- Reflective
- Opaque

Specification example:
05-03-23-R
- Line: 05 TEXTILEglass
- Color: 03 Cool
- Pattern: 23 Wave
- View: R (Reflective)

Options include:
- monochromatic solid color glass, translucent and etched glass finishes, and special backpainted color glass, etched or textured glass, laminated interlayers, and glass with distinctive patterns, ferns, foil printing, and solid colored glass with component and reflective views.

From our colors and translucent views to authentic and organic materials, from fabric and mesh textures to graphics, the glass product lines have been curated for their design aesthetic and function, offering a full spectrum of refined, sophisticated design elements that coordinate to create dynamic modern environments.

For technical details and specification options, visit us at carvart.com or contact your CARVART sales representative to learn more.
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Create with CARVART

Architectural Glass

Application TW, T1, or T3 acid etch to create a translucent shimmer.

Apply T1 or T3 acid etch to COVERTglass to create a translucent shimmer.

Apply T1 or T3 acid etch to COVERTglass to create a translucent shimmer.

For technical details and specification options, visit us at carvart.com or contact your CARVART sales representative to learn more.
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